Abstract-The multifaceted human sense of touch is fundamental to direct manipulation, but technical challenges prevent most teleoperation systems from providing even a single modality of haptic feedback, such as force feedback. This paper postulates that ungrounded grip-force, fingertip-contact-and-pressure, and high-frequency acceleration haptic feedback will improve human performance of a teleoperated pick-and-place task. Thirty subjects used a teleoperation system consisting of a haptic device worn on the subject's right hand, a remote PR2 humanoid robot, and a Vicon motion capture system to move an object to a target location. Each subject completed the pick-and-place task 10 times under each of the eight haptic conditions obtained by turning on and off grip-force feedback, contact feedback, and acceleration feedback. To understand how object stiffness affects the utility of the feedback, half of the subjects completed the task with a flexible plastic cup, and the others used a rigid plastic block. The results indicate that the addition of grip-force feedback with gain switching enables subjects to hold both the flexible and rigid objects more stably, and it also allowed subjects who manipulated the rigid block to hold the object more delicately and to better control the motion of the remote robot's hand. Contact feedback improved the ability of subjects who manipulated the flexible cup to move the robot's arm in space, but it deteriorated this ability for subjects who manipulated the rigid block. Contact feedback also caused subjects to hold the flexible cup less stably, but the rigid block more securely. Finally, adding acceleration feedback slightly improved the subject's performance when setting the object down, as originally hypothesized; interestingly, it also allowed subjects to feel vibrations produced by the robot's motion, causing them to be more careful when completing the task. This study supports the utility of grip-force and high-frequency acceleration feedback in teleoperation systems and motivates further improvements to fingertip-contact-and-pressure feedback.
Ç

INTRODUCTION
A N artist sculpting a block of marble, a magician pulling a card from thin air, and a surgeon performing an emergency surgery all rely on their sense of touch to push the limits of human capability. While touch is particularly important in these extreme undertakings, this often overlooked sense is also vital in mundane tasks such as buttoning a shirt and packing a bag. One rarely, if ever, contemplates the multifaceted haptic sensations that are produced by physical interactions with the world.
As reviewed by Johansson and Flanagan [1] , extensive neuroscience research has found that there are four distinct tactile afferents conveyed by mechanoreceptors in the glabrous (non-hairy) skin of the hand. Two of the tactile modalities are fast adapting (FA); they respond when a sensation is first experienced but stop relaying information when it persists. The other two tactile modalities are slowly adapting (SA); they continually relay information even after the tactile stimulus has reached steady state. Type I afferents have small receptive fields ($ 3-50 mm 2 ), while type II have large receptive fields ($ 10-100 mm 2 ) [2] . The FA-I afferents respond to dynamic loading and skin deformation over the entire hand, but they are most dense at the fingertips. FA-II afferents respond to high frequency vibrations ranging from 40 to 400 Hz [1] . SA-I afferents are sensitive to low-frequency loading and skin deformation, while SA-II afferents respond to lowfrequency skin stretch.
The tactile component of touch is complemented by the kinesthetic sense. Golgi tendon organs and muscle spindles monitor the tension experienced by tendons and the length and velocity of muscles, respectively [3] , [4] . Kinesthesia provides both a sense of applied force and an awareness of body position (proprioception).
When a human handles objects, the four tactile afferents and the kinesthetic sense are integrated by the human sensory motor system. Each component of the sense of touch is weighted to allow the human to best estimate the object's properties. The weight given to each aspect of the sense of touch is not static, but rather it changes based on the active exploration movements made by the human [5] , as well as the physical properties of the manipulated object [6] .
The rich and complex human sense of touch is not leveraged by most teleoperation systems, which allow an operator to complete a task using a remotely located robot. The vast majority of teleoperators provide either no haptic feedback or only a single modality. We hypothesize that including multiple modalities of haptic feedback would aid teleoperated task performance in ways analogous to how the distinct modalities of touch aid direct task completion.
This article begins in Section 2 by presenting prior haptic devices that either were created to improve the usability of teleoperators or have the potential to be used in teleoperation. Section 3 describes the teleoperation system, including the custom haptic device. We describe the experimental task and our main hypotheses in Section 4, then give details about the experimental procedures of this study in Section 5. Finally, we present the results in Section 6, interpret them in Section 7, and summarize our main conclusions and plans for future work in Section 8.
HAPTIC TECHNOLOGY IN TELEOPERATION
Teleoperation allows a person to perform a task in an environment where physical human presence is either impossible or undesirable. All teleoperation systems consist of the same basic components: a master interface used by the operator, a slave robot located in the task environment, and a control system that links the master and slave robots together. Although many teleoperation systems do not provide any haptic feedback, adding high-quality haptic feedback to teleoperation interfaces has been a long-standing goal of the robotics and haptics communities. The majority of the research toward this goal has focused on force-feedback systems, which measure the force vector acting on the end-effector of the slave robot and apply a proportional force to the user, e.g., [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] . Many studies have proven the utility of this form of haptic feedback; for example Hannaford et al. showed that operators completed a peg-in-hole insertion task more quickly and with lower translational forces under force feedback than with no haptic feedback [7] . Wildenbeest et al. found that lowbandwidth force feedback improved subject performance of a tool-mediated bolt-and-spanner task, but higher-bandwidth force feedback produced diminishing benefits [10] .
A drawback of single-point-of-contact force-feedback systems is that they cannot haptically inform the user about interactions that produce a zero net force between the robotic end-effector and the environment, such as when the robot is squeezing an object between two fingers. The absence of grip-force feedback can lead the operator to apply too little grip force and accidentally drop the object during the manipulation. Conversely, operators can also squeeze the object too hard without grip-force feeback, potentially damaging fragile items. For example, King et al. showed that subjects applied unnecessary grip force when using the da Vinci surgical system to complete a peg transfer task without grip-force feedback [11] .
Teleoperation systems that provide both translational force feedback and grip-force feedback were therefore created to investigate whether the addition of grip-force feedback could help operators [12] , [13] . Verner et al. discovered that the combination of translational and grip-force feedback led to the best task performance, while grip-force feedback alone led to an increased number of unrecoverable drops of the manipulated peg over no haptic feedback [13] . However, teleoperation systems with grip-force feedback, but without translational force feedback, can be improved. For example, Griffin et al. showed that shared control with certain combinations of auditory and visual alerts improves operator success during teleoperation with ungrounded grip-force feedback [14] .
We hypothesize that adding tactile feedback to an ungrounded grip-force-feedback device offers another solution to improving teleoperation without translational force feedback. To investigate this hypothesis, we previously created a lightweight, wearable device that combines kinesthetic grip-force feedback with fingertip-contact, pressure, and vibrotactile feedback [15] . The fingertip contact and pressure feedback activate the FA-I and SA-I tactile afferents, respectively. The vibrotactile feedback activates the FA-II afferent.
The design of this device was informed by previous tactile displays. Researchers have shown that kinesthetic and tactile feedback combine synergistically to improve a user's ability to perform tasks in a virtual environment. For example, Chinello et al. created a three-degree-of-freedom fingertip display that conveys the orientation of a virtual object's surface and the applied force [16] . Pacchierotti et al. [17] tested this 3-DoF display in a virtual object manipulation task and found that subjects could complete a peg-in-hole insertion task best under a combination of cutaneous feedback provided by the device and kinesthetic translational and grip force feedback provided by two desktop haptic devices. Similarly, a different tactile device that displays the making and breaking of contact and contact location on the finger was used to show that subjects could follow a virtual contour more quickly and with less force when tactile feedback was added to kinesthetic feedback [18] , [19] . Another contact display was used to show that kinesthetic and tactile information are combined according to a Bayesian model, meaning that subjects were best able to complete the virtual task using the combined feedback [20] , [21] . It is notable that each of these three fingertip displays was validated in virtual tasks, as they require more advanced tactile sensing than is readily available in most teleoperation systems. Our device includes contact and pressure display because these signals can readily be measured at a robot's fingertips.
Our haptic device also provides high frequency acceleration feedback. As first demonstrated in [22] , this feedback greatly aids users in completing tasks that involve transient contact cues, such as feeling for the grinding produced by a bad bearing. When used in conjunction with force feedback, vibrotactile feedback greatly improves the realism of virtual and teleoperated interactions, as shown by Kuchenbecker et al. [23] and McMahan et al. [24] , respectively. High-frequency accelerations alone can also be useful when force feedback is not possible [25] , [26] .
TELEOPERATION HARDWARE
To test the value of the different modes of haptic feedback provided by our wearable device, we integrated it into a teleoperator that gives the operator full control over the arm and hand of a remote robot, as shown in Fig. 1 . A complete discussion of the Willow Garage PR2 humanoid robot and the custom control device is given in [15] . More succinct descriptions of these components are included in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 for clarity. We also describe updates that allow the haptic device to fit more hand sizes. As discussed in Section 3.3, a Vicon motion capture system was used to measure the pose of the subject's hand, and the robot's hand was controlled to follow.
Robot
The operator controls a PR2, a full-scale humanoid robot made by Willow Garage and shown in Fig. 2 . We chose this robot for its fully actuated backdrivable seven-degree-offreedom anthropomorphic arms and instrumented paralleljaw-gripper end-effectors. A Jacobian transpose controller is used to control the position and orientation of the robot's right gripper, while a PD controller regulates the distance between the robot's fingertips. The high gear ratio of the gripper limits the rate of change of the grip aperture to be no greater than 0.04 m/s, which is relatively low compared to the speed of the human hand.
The robot gripper is equipped with two pressure sensor arrays (Pressure Profile Systems, Inc.) and a three-axis accelerometer (Bosch BMA150). The data from the pressure sensor arrays can be processed to convey information about the dynamic and static loading at the robot's fingertips, much like the FA-I and SA-I mechanoreceptors [27] . Each pressure sensor has a 15-tactile-unit array on the flat surface of the parallel jaw gripper. A single pressure reading is obtained from this 15-unit array by summing the simultaneous readings from all tactile units at 24.4 Hz. Although the pressure data contains very little noise, there is hysteresis and drift. Therefore, the pressure sensors are rezeroed each time the teleoperator is started by setting the mean of the first 0.25 seconds of pressure data to zero. The two pressure sensor arrays also have a tendency to measure different values when identical forces are applied.
The gripper's high-frequency acceleration signal captures transient physical interactions between the robot's hand and the environment, and between handheld objects and the environment, just as FA-II mechanoreceptors convey information about such interactions in direct manipulation [22] , [25] , [27] . The accelerometer data is updated at a rate of 3000 Hz and transferred in packets of three successive three-axis readings. We first sum the X, Y, and Z components of the acceleration to obtain a single 3000 Hz signal [28] . The low-frequency gravity component and noise at 1000 Hz are removed by filtering the combined acceleration signal using a fourth-order 150 to 750 Hz Butterworth bandpass filter. Egovibrations caused by the robot gripper's movement are reduced using spectral subtraction, in which an estimate of the noise spectrum is subtracted from the noisy signal in the frequency domain [29] .
SA-I, FA-I, and FA-II tactile feedback were all provided to the user based on this sensor data, as discussed in Section 3.2. No SA-II (skin stretch) feedback was provided because the PR2 does not have a way to measure such a signal. Furthermore, we are most interested in SA-I, FA-I, and FA-II feedback because these tactile cues can be measured by low cost, robust sensors that can realistically be included on any robotic platform.
In addition to its tactile sensors, the PR2 has several cameras that capture information in the visual domain. A headmounted color Ethernet camera with resolution of 752 Â 480 pixels was used to record the robot's view at 15 frames per second. This information was displayed to the user using ROS's Robot Visualizer (RViz) [30] on an LCD monitor approximately 1 m in front of the user, as shown in Fig. 1 . Displayed images measured 52 cm diagonally.
The Haptic Device
The custom haptic device shown in Fig. 3 allows the operator to control the distance between the robot's fingers while feeling a representation of what the robot feels. Full details of the device's design are given in [15] .
The device is worn over the user's right index finger and thumb and constrains his or her gripping motion to one degree of freedom. The device has a rotational joint whose axis is aligned with the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint of the user's index finger. The first link of the device is firmly secured using a velcro strap placed around the proximal phalange of the thumb. This part contains a lockable sliding linkage to set the distance between the MCP joint and the side of the thumbpiece, allowing the device to fit a wide range of hand sizes. The second link of the device is attached to the user's index finger via two velcro straps placed over the proximal phalange and the distal interphalangeal (DIP) joint; the second strap also prevents bending of the user's index finger.
Three actuators provide haptic feedback to the user wearing the device. The rotational joint that connects the two rigid links is actuated by a geared DC motor (Maxon, Motor: RE13-118423, Gearbox: GP13A: 275:1-110316) that provides kinesthetic grip-force feedback to the user. An optical encoder (Maxon, Encoder: 110778) attached to this motor measures the angle between the links with a post-gearing resolution of 4400 counts per revolution. Fig. 5 shows the output of each of these actuators for an example pick-and-place trial. . Each fingertip voice-coil actuator moves a platform that is rigidly attached to the magnet to make and break contact with and apply pressure to the fingertip. The voice coil actuator also delivers high-frequency acceleration feedback. In the above pictures, the distance between the user's finger and the platform is extended for visual clarity. Reprinted from [15] , ßIEEE. . Plots relating to the device are referenced by scales to the left, while those relating to the remote robot are referenced by scales to the right. The top plot shows the subject's grip opening (solid yellow), as well as the grip opening of the robot (dashed teal). The second plot displays the device's commanded motor torque. The period of time when the device's PD controller had a high proportional gain is highlighted in gray. The third plot shows the force applied to the robot's index finger (solid) and thumb (dashed). The light gray background indicates the period of time when both fingers experienced more than 2 N of force. The dark gray indicates the period of time when only one of the robot's finger experienced more than 2 N of force. The fourth plot shows both the raw acceleration signal measured by the robot's accelerometer (dark blue) and the acceleration signal after it was processed with spectral subtraction (light blue). Finally, the bottom two plots show the force commanded to the voice coils on the device's index finger and thumb. The gray background corresponds to the state of the robot that was used to determine the gain of the acceleration feedback (white: robot grip aperture constant, no contact between the platform and the user's finger; dark gray: grip aperture changing, no contact; light gray: grip aperture changing, contact; medium gray: grip aperture constant, contact).
A position-position controller was implemented to connect the user's grip opening to that of the robot. The operator's measured grip opening is commanded to be the desired grip opening of the robot's hand. This paradigm allows the operator to naturally control the grip aperture of the robot by simply opening and closing his or her own hand. A scale factor of 75.88 encoder counts on the device per centimeter of movement at the robot's fingertips was used to match the maximum comfortable opening of the device to the maximum grip aperture of the robot.
When the device is providing grip-force feedback, the robot's measured grip opening is commanded to be the desired opening of the device using a second PD controller. The proportional gain of this PD controller is changed based on the contact state of the robot's fingertips to improve the quality of the kinesthetic grip-force feedback provided to the user [31] . The value of a gain-switching PD controller is highlighted by examining the grip-force feedback during the phases of a teleoperated pick-and-place task. When the user is moving the robot's hand toward the object, the robot's fingertips are in free space, as can be sensed by the robot's fingertip-mounted pressure sensors. During this time period, the user should feel little or no resistance. Therefore, the proportional gain of the device's PD controller is set to a low value. At the end of the reach, the robot's fingertips contact the object of interest. In this teleoperator, we detect when the robot's fingertips are no longer closing in free space by comparing the sum of the readings from the robot's two fingers to a preselected threshold value of 2 N. At this point the user should feel resistance when he or she attempts to further close the robot's hand, so we switch the proportional gain of the device's control loop to a higher value. The gain remains high until the user releases the object. As he or she opens the device, the robot's hand will begin to open, reducing the force applied to the robot's fingertips. The proportional gain will switch back to the lower value when the combined pressure applied to the fingertips falls below 7 N, once again making it easy for the operator to open and close the device.
The derivative feedback term was kept constant regardless of whether the robot was grasping an object. The gain of the derivative feedback was tuned so that the user encounters very little resistance when opening and closing his or her own hand at a rate achievable by the robot's gripper. If the subject opens or closes too quickly, the derivative feedback resists this motion.
The other two haptic actuators are voice coils (BEI Kimco Magnetics, LA10-08-000A) that deliver tactile contact (FA-I), pressure (SA-I), and vibrotactile (FA-II) cues to the pads of the operator's index finger and thumb. As shown in Fig. 4 , the coil of each actuator is attached to the links of the haptic device behind the distal phalange of the index finger and thumb. The coils are repositioned for each subject using slots and bolts. The magnet of each actuator is connected to a platform in front of the user's fingertip. When the corresponding robot finger is in free space, the current commanded though the coil attracts the magnet, holding the platform away from the user's fingertip. The distance between the magnet and the platform is adjustable to allow the platform to be positioned as close as possible to the user's fingerpad without touching. When the force sensed by the corresponding robot finger rises above 2 N, the direction of the current commanded though the coil is switched, repelling the magnet and thus bringing the platform into contact with the user's fingertip. The steady-state force that the platform applies to the user's fingertip is proportional to the force experienced at the robot's fingertip, clipping with a maximum output of 5.4 N when the robot's finger experiences 29.1 N.
Vibrotactile feedback is achieved by adding the filtered acceleration signal with zero mean to the low-frequency signal calculated for contact-and-pressure feedback. The acceleration signal is scaled by four different scale factors depending on whether the platform is in contact with the operator's fingertips and whether the robot's grip opening is changing. Each scale factor was empirically chosen so that the egovibrations of the robot are barely perceptible.
Motion Capture and Arm Control
A Vicon MX motion capture system with six cameras, two of which are visible in Fig. 1 , was used to track the pose of the wearable haptic device. As seen in Fig. 3 , five retroreflective markers were placed on the body of the haptic device to allow tracking by the Vicon system. A sixth marker was placed on the lateral side of the subject's wrist via an elastic band to track the X, Y, and Z position of the user's hand. All six markers were used to track the device's orientation.
The subject's hand position and orientation were based on a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system whose origin was the initial position of the subject's hand. The X-axis of this coordinate system pointed forward, the Y-axis pointed to the subject's left, and the Z-axis pointed up. A Jacobian transpose controller was used to control the position and orientation of the robotic gripper in a Cartesian coordinate system centered at the initial position of the robot's end-effector. The position and orientation of the robot's gripper were commanded to match the subject's position and orientation. Because all computers were connected on the same local network, the roundtrip time delay was negligible.
EXPERIMENTAL TASK AND HYPOTHESES
The main goal of this experiment is to investigate how gripforce feedback, fingertip-contact-and-pressure feedback, and acceleration feedback affect an operator's ability to control a remote robot. We have chosen to evaluate the effects of each haptic feedback modality in the context of a pickand-place task because the role of each tactile afferent activated by the haptic actuators is well understood [1] . We hypothesize that different modes of haptic feedback will aid a teleoperated task in ways that match the vital roles that the activated tactile afferents play in direct manipulation.
Johansson and Flanagan highlight the value of each of the tactile afferent modalities by examining the task of picking an object up from a table and placing it back down [1] . This pick-and-place task is broken into six action phases: reach, load, lift, hold, replace, and unload. The tactile afferents convey important information not only during the action phases, but also to trigger transitions to the next action phase.
The reach phase begins when a person starts moving his or her hand and ends when the fingers make contact with the object. Both FA-I and SA-I afferents respond strongly to this contact, informing the person of the accuracy with which the movement was executed, which in turn allows him or her to make adjustments in future reaching movements [32] , [33] , [34] . Therefore, we hypothesize that contact and pressure feedback, which activates the subject's FA-I and SA-I afferents, should improve the subject's performance during the reach action phase. Furthermore, we expect grip-force feedback to improve performance in the reach action phase because the PD controller with gainswitching also provides haptic feedback when the robot's fingers make contact with the object.
At the end of the reach action phase, the response of FA-I and SA-I afferents causes the person to transition to the load phase, in which grip force and vertical load force increase. Therefore, we expect contact feedback and grip-force feedback to improve the transition between the reach and the load action phases. The load action phase ends and the lift action phase commences when the object breaks contact with the table, an event that activates the FA-II tactile afferent. We thus hypothesize that acceleration feedback will improve the user's transition from the load to the lift phase.
The lift phase transitions to the hold phase when the person lifts the object to the goal height. The replace action phase begins when the person starts lowering his or her hand. Grasp stability is the main goal during the lift, hold, and replace phases. A combination of SA-I and SA-II afferents and a kinesthetic measure of force monitors a stable lift and allows the person to hold the object using a typical grip force of only 10 to 40 percent more than the minimum allowable grip force. We expect grip-force and contact feedback will help subjects stably hold the object, without applying excessive grip force. The FA afferents respond if a slip does occur, and the person adjusts his or her grasp accordingly. Unfortunately, the accelerometer is located at the back of the robot's hand and cannot measure the small acceleration signals between the robot's fingertips and the handheld object [27] . Therefore, we do not expect acceleration feedback to help the subject correct his or her grip if a slip occurs.
Finally, the unload action phase begins when the object makes contacts with the table, triggering an FA-II response. We expect the acceleration feedback to alert the subject that the object in the robot's hand has contacted the table and aid the transition from the replace to unload action phases. The unload action phase, and the pick-and-place task, ends when the fingers break contact with the object, as sensed by the FA-I and SA-I afferents. In our task, the subjects will be alerted about this event by the gain on the grip-force feedback returning to the lower value, as well as by the fingertip platforms breaking contact with the user's fingers.
Because we expect all modalities of haptic feedback to aid the subject's task performance, we also hypothesize that each mode of haptic feedback will lead subjects to hold more positive subjective opinions about the pick-and-place task.
Although we expect the above hypotheses to be true for any object, the importance of haptic force feedback is known to be higher compared to proprioceptive feedback when one directly manipulates a stiff object rather than a flexible one [6] . For this reason, we chose to have one group of subjects complete the task with a flexible cup and a second group complete the task with a rigid block. We expect that grip-force feedback will have a greater positive effect on the performance of subjects who complete the task with the rigid block, but we expect that contact and acceleration feedback will improve the performance of both groups of subjects in similar ways.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Thirty subjects (20 male, 10 female) participated in this study, ranging in age from 18 to 48 years (mean: 24.2, standard deviation: 5.8). Procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Pennsylvania under protocol 820867. After giving informed consent, each subject completed a demographic survey to ensure eligibility. All subjects reported being right handed, having normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and having normal motor function of the right arm and hand.
Each subject completed repeated trials of a pick-andplace task under the eight haptic feedback conditions obtained by turning on and off grip-force feedback, contactand-pressure feedback, and acceleration feedback. When grip-force feedback was turned off, the device's proportional and derivative feedback gains were set to zero, so the motor was not activated. When contact-and-pressure feedback was turned off, the platforms were always held away from the user's fingertips. Lastly, when acceleration feedback was turned off, the high-frequency acceleration signal was not displayed via the voice-coil actuators.
The order in which the eight haptic conditions were presented was randomized before the experiment began. Custom software switched the haptic feedback condition, keeping the two experimenters blind to the displayed type of haptic feedback. Subjects were told that different types of haptic feedback would be presented, but the conditions were not described until after the study. The haptic feedback was only referred to by presentation order.
A video showing one of the authors completing a single pick-and-place has been published with this article. A block of pick-and-place trials always started with the object located in the center of the white circular target shown in Fig. 1 . The subject moved his or her hand to match the pose of the robot and the controller was engaged. In a perfect trial, the subject used the teleoperator to first position the robot's gripper near the object in the reach action phase. The subject then used the wearable haptic control interface to close the robot's hand around the object, initiating the load action phase. Next, the subject moved his or her own hand in the motion capture space to lift the object from the table to move it from the white target towards the blue target in the hold action phase. The subject then entered the replace action phase and moved the handheld object towards the blue circular target until the object contacted the supporting surface. After the object contacted the table, the subject used the haptic device to open the robot's hand to release the object in the unload action phase. Finally, the participant moved the robot's gripper away from the object. These actions constituted a single pick-and-place trial. The subject then performed the same sequence of actions to pick the object up from the blue target and move it back to the white target. Subjects were told to treat the object delicately by using minimal grasping force and not dropping the object.
Each subject completed one block of ten single pick-andplace trials for each haptic condition, meaning he or she moved the object from the white target to the blue target and back five times. The subject rested as long as he or she liked after each block of ten, typically no more than one minute. Doing all eighty trials took less than than one hour and ten minutes. Subjects were not compensated.
The subject and the robot were located in two different rooms during the study, and one experimenter was present in each location. Before beginning the pick-and-place task, the subject was taken to see the robot and its environment. One of the experimenters explained the capabilities of the PR2 to ensure that the subject had a basic understanding of the robot he or she would be controlling. Subjects also completed at least one pick-and-place trial with their own hand to confirm that they understood the task instructions and to learn the physical properties of the object.
All subjects followed identical experimental protocols, but they were split into two groups that completed the task with different objects. Fifteen subjects used the teleoperation system to manipulate a flexible disposable plastic cup, and the other fifteen subjects used the system to interact with a rigid plastic block. The flexible cup was made of lightweight plastic and had a mass of 10 g. We placed a 75 g mass inside the lightweight cup to prevent it from being knocked over too easily. The rigid block also had a mass of 85 g and was made from a material with a uniform density. Fig. 6 shows both objects and the force-displacement curves obtained from squeezing each object with the PR2 gripper. We tested two different objects because we wanted to investigate how object stiffness affected task performance, as discussed at the end of Section 4.
Data Acquisition and Task Performance Metrics
In the robot's environment, we collected data from the robot itself and from sensors in the task materials. Naturally, pressure applied to the robot's fingertip pressure sensors and accelerations experienced at the robot's wrist were recorded. The robot's desired and actual grip opening and gripper position and orientation were also logged. The blue circular target (Fig. 1 ) was situated on a one-axis load cell (Loadstar: iLoad Analog) to measure the normal force experienced by the target during different action phases of the pick-and-place task. Two two-axis high-bandwidth accelerometers (ADXL321, AE18 g) were embedded across from one another in the blue target's platform. One axis on each sensor points upward, along the Z-axis of our frame. The remaining axes of each sensor were placed perpendicular to one another, creating X and Y axes.
One of the experimenters sat in the robot's environment to tally events related to task performance. When the subject was picking up the object, this experimenter counted the number of times the object was knocked over and the number of times the subject began the lift phase before having secured the object in the robot's hand. During the combined load, lift, and hold action phases, the experimenter recorded the number of unstable grasps (slipping) and the number of times the subject dropped the object. For subjects completing the task with the flexible cup, we counted the number of times the cup was slightly deformed and the number of times the cup was crushed. During the replace and unload action phases, the experimenter tracked the number of times the subject dropped the object before it made contact with the table. Finally, the number of times that the robot's hand hit the table was recorded during all action phases. Each event could occur multiple times within one trial. A video camera in the robot's environment recorded the entire experiment. Video documentation was used to double-check the events tallied by the experimenter.
Data recorded in the human's environment included the subject's hand position, orientation, and grip opening. The state of the three haptic feedback modalities was always recorded. If any mode of haptic feedback was turned off, we stored the feedback that would have been experienced by the subject had that mode of haptic feedback been on.
Finally, we obtained subjective ratings of each haptic feedback via identical computer-based surveys completed after each block of ten pick-and-place trials. The subject used a slider to indicate his or her response to five questions on a continuous scale from 0 to 100. The questions posed to the subjects were 'How easy was it to complete the task?', 'How confident were you in sensing the robot's environment?', 'How confident were you in your ability to move the object?', 'How consistent was the task experience with your real-world experience?', and 'How would you rate your overall experience?'. These questions were adapted from Witmer and Singer's presence questionnaire [35] .
RESULTS
Results are presented by the action phases of the pick-andplace task to highlight how the presence or absence of gripforce, fingertip-contact-and-pressure, and acceleration feedback affected task performance. All performance results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 . This Section concludes by presenting subjective survey responses.
Metrics based on sensor data were first calculated for each individual pick-and-place trial. If a metric was more than 3 standard deviations away from the mean for that metric for that haptic condition across all subjects, the data point was discarded as an outlier. Each subject's remaining data were averaged, resulting in a single value per subject per haptic condition. Repeated measures analysis of variance (rANOVA), as implemented by [36] , was used to determine whether any of the haptic feedback modes affected task performance. The within-subject factors were presence or absence of grip-force feedback, presence or absence of contact feedback, and presence or absence of acceleration feedback. The main effects of each factor, as well as first order interactions, were tested for significance. Unless otherwise reported, first order interactions were not significant at the a ¼ 0:05 significance level. Counted events are presented as the summed tally over all subjects and are not statistically analyzed. Each box plot showing sensor-based metrics displays the same data three times, once for each of the haptic feedback modes. Each of these presentations breaks the data into a subset that contains all data from when the feedback mode of interest is turned on, plus a subset from when it is turned off. The boxes are filled in if that feedback mode caused a significant difference in subject performance as measured by the metric at the a ¼ 0:05 significance level.
Reach
The number of times the subject knocked the object over indicates how well the subject was able to control the robot's hand in the remote environment, and it may also show the degree to which the robot became integrated with the subject's own body schema [37] , [38] . Although this metric was for the full trial, the vast majority of knock overs occurred in the reach action phase, so we report the data here. The flexible cup was knocked over slightly more often when subjects received grip-force feedback and slightly less often when they received contact feedback. Subjects who manipulated the rigid block knocked it over fewer times when they received grip-force feedback than when grip-force feedback was turned off. These subjects knocked the rigid block over slightly more when they received acceleration feedback.
Load, Lift, and Hold
The number of times the subject attempted to lift the object without first having successfully grasped it was greatly reduced when grip-force feedback was present and was slightly reduced when contact feedback was present for both objects. The rigid object had more failed pick ups.
The peak force and acceleration experienced by the instrumented platform during the lift action phase are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 , respectively. For the flexible cup, grip-force feedback caused higher peak forces applied to the load cell (F(1,14) = 6.31, p = 0.025). Furthermore, there was an interaction between contact feedback and acceleration feedback (F(1,14) = 4.85, p = 0.045); the mean force applied to the platform when both modes of feedback were on was lower (mean = 1.7 N) than when either only contact feedback (mean = 3.34 N) or only acceleration feedback was on (mean = 3.44 N). No form of feedback led to significant differences in the peak acceleration applied to the platform cell when the subject was picking up the flexible cup. For the rigid block, subjects caused higher peak forces (F(1,14) = 10.98, p = 0.0051) and accelerations (F(1,14) = 6.42, p = 0.024) during the lift action phase when contact feedback was present.
Because the human sense of touch allows one to hold objects with just enough grip force to maintain a stable grasp [1] , we analyzed both the peak grip force, shown in Table  146  139  125  160  136  149  100  145  136  109  119  126 An event is highlighted if there is more than 10 percent change between the counts with and without that feedback modality. Positive performance changes caused by the presence of one of the haptic feedback modes are highlighted light gray, while negative performance changes are highlighted dark gray. Positive performance changes caused by the presence of one of the haptic feedback modes are highlighted light gray, while negative performance changes are highlighted dark gray. Fig. 9 , and the average grip force (plot omitted) applied to the object. Subjects who completed the task with the flexible cup applied lower peak and average grip forces to the object when they had acceleration feedback (peak: F(1,14) = 7.71, p = 0.015, average: F(1,14) = 11.45, p = 0.0045). Subjects who manipulated the rigid block applied lower peak and average grip force when they had grip-force feedback (peak: F(1,14) = 4.80, p = 0.046, average: F(1,14) = 6.72, p = 0.0213).
To further understand how the modalities of haptic feedback affected the quality of the subject's teleoperated grasp, we analyzed the average grip aperture control error, which we defined to be the difference between the robot's grip opening and the subject's grip opening. Using our sign convention, a negative error means that the subject's hand was closed more than the robot's. As shown in Fig. 10 , the control error is very small for subjects manipulating the flexible cup because this object did not impede the robot's gripper. The rigid block did prevent the gripper from closing, so the control errors are much larger. When the subjects manipulating the rigid block had grip-force feedback, they kept their grip opening closer to that of the robot (F(1,14) = 38.15, p < 0.0001). Neither contact nor acceleration feedback affected the average control error.
Although the gripper is not impeded by the soft cup, if the subject commands the gripper aperture to be too small, the cup will deform and potentially crush. The number of small deformations was not greatly affected by any of the modes of haptic feedback. However, the number of times the cup was crushed was greatly reduced with the presence of either grip-force or contact feedback.
The experimenter in the robot's environment also tallied the number of times the subject lifted the object with an unstable grasp. A grasp was considered unstable if the object rotated or translated in the robot's hand without falling. If the object fell, the event was tallied in a separate category as a drop. Subjects who completed the task with the flexible cup had fewer unstable grasps and dropped the cup less often when they had grip-force feedback or acceleration feedback. Conversely, these same subjects had more unstable grasps and dropped the object more often when they had contact feedback. Subjects who manipulated the rigid block had fewer unstable grasps with grip-force or contact feedback, but slightly more unstable grasps when acceleration feedback was on. All three forms of feedback led to slightly fewer drops by the subjects who completed the task with the rigid block.
Replace and Unload
Drops that occurred when the subject released the object before it contacted the table but after the subject had clearly entered the replace action phase were coded separately from normal drops in order to allow us to understand how well the subjects were able to detect collision between the handheld object and the table surface. Subjects who moved the flexible cup dropped it before making contact with the target location roughly the same number of times regardless of which feedback modes were present. For subjects who completed the task with the rigid block, the presence of each of the three modes of haptic feedback reduced the number of times the object was dropped prior to placement. Overall, the rigid block was dropped more than the flexible cup.
For trials when the subject successfully placed the object on the target without dropping it, data collected by the force and acceleration sensors embedded in the platform reveal how gently the subject placed the object on the target. Peak placement force and acceleration are shown in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. Subjects who manipulated the rigid block placed the object with higher peak force when grip-force feedback was present (F(1,14) = 10.53, p = 0.0059). However, placement acceleration was not affected by any feedback mode for these subjects. Contact feedback caused the subjects who manipulated the rigid block to place it with a higher peak force (F(1,14) = 15.06, p = 0.0017). These same subjects produced lower peak acceleration when placing the object with grip-force feedback (F(1,14) = 31.14, p < 0.001).
Combined Action Phases
Two metrics span all of the phases. First, we examined the total amount of time the subject took to complete the task. Because subjects performed the pick-and-place task continuously, and because they chose how far to move the robot's hand after releasing the object, we decided to ignore time spent in the reach phase. We define the trial time as the duration the subject was holding the object. No differences were found in trial time for the subjects who manipulated the soft cup, as shown in Fig. 13 . Subjects who completed the task with the rigid block were faster when receiving acceleration feedback F(1,14) = 5.88, p = 0.030).
Second, we counted the total number of times that the robot's hand collided with the table to understand how well the subject was able to control the robot's arm. Grip-force feedback led to slightly more collisions for subjects who moved the flexible cup, but it caused many fewer collisions for subjects who moved the rigid block. Contact feedback reduced the number of collisions for subjects who completed the task with the flexible cup, but it led to an increase in the number of collisions for subjects who completed the task with the rigid object.
Both sets of subjects completed the task with slightly fewer collisions with acceleration feedback.
Subjective Ratings
The survey completed by the subject after each feedback condition revealed cases where grip-force feedback and contact feedback significantly improved the task experience. These data were analyzed using repeated measures ANOVA with the three within-subject factors of grip-force feedback mode, contact feedback mode, and acceleration feedback mode. The distribution of subject responses in shown in Fig. 14 . Overall subjects rated the task relatively positively, with mean responses ranging from 58.9 to 76.3 out of 100.
Subjects who completed the pick-and-place task with the cup responded that they felt significantly more confident in sensing the robot's environment when they received gripforce feedback (F(1,14) = 8.32, p = 0.012). These subjects also responded that the task was significantly more consistent with their real-world experience when they had contact feedback (F(1,14) = 8.07, p = 0.0131). Anecdotally, contact feedback also indicated improvement in subject responses to the questions "How confident were you in sensing the robot's environment?", "How confident were you in your ability to move the object?", and "How would you rate your overall experience?" at the a ¼ 0:1 significance level. Acceleration feedback did not lead to differences in subjective ratings for this group.
Subjects who manipulated the rigid block rated the overall experience significantly higher when they received gripforce feedback (F(1,14) = 5.50, p = 0.034). Although not statistically significant at the a ¼ 0:05, these subjects also indicated that grip-force feedback caused them to feel more confident in their ability to move the object and caused the task to be more consistent with their real-world experience at the a ¼ 0:1 significance level. The factors of contact feedback and acceleration feedback did not show any differences in the subjective ratings of the task for this group.
DISCUSSION
Our main hypothesis predicted that grip-force, contact, and acceleration feedback would each improve performance in a teleoperated pick-and-place task in a similar way that the activated afferents aid a manually executed pick-and-place task. As evidenced by the results in Tables 1 and 2 , the different modes of haptic feedback both positively and negatively affected different aspects of the pick-and-place task. Although some metrics present conflicting information, the overall trends support our main hypotheses.
Grip-Force Feedback
We hypothesized that grip-force would improve the subjects' performance in the reach, load, lift, and hold action phases. We also hypothesized that grip-force feedback would have a greater positive effect on the performance of subjects who completed the task with the rigid block.
The results indicate that the presence of grip-force feedback allowed subjects who completed the task with the rigid block to more accurately control the position of the remote robot's arm. These subjects knocked the object over and caused the robot's hand to hit the table fewer times with grip-force feedback. However, contrary to our hypothesis, grip-force feedback negatively affected the ability of subjects who manipulated the flexible cup to accurately position the robot's arm. These subjects both knocked the object over and hit the table slightly more in the presence of gripforce feedback. This group of subjects also applied larger forces to the instrumented platform both when lifting the flexible cup and placing it back down.
This study confirms that grip-force feedback improves task performance in the load, lift, and hold action phases for both manipulated objects. Grip-force feedback led to a reduction in the number of times both groups of subjects attempted to lift the object without first securing it in the robot's hand, lifted the object with an unstable grasp, and dropped the object. These results also confirm the hypothesis that grip-force feedback would have a greater benefit for subjects who completed the task with the rigid block because, for this group of subjects, grip-force feedback also led to a reduction in grip force applied to the object.
Fingertip-Contact Feedback
Much like grip-force feedback, our hypothesis predicted that contact would improve the subjects' performance in the reach, load, lift, and hold action phases. Unlike grip-force feedback, we also hypothesized that the effects of contact feedback would be independent of the stiffness of the manipulated object. However, the results show that contact feedback affected subject performance in both positive and negative ways. Furthermore, the results of this study do not support the hypothesis that contact feedback would have similar positive effects for both groups of subjects. Subjects who completed the task with the flexible cup were better able to control the position of the robot's arm with contact feedback, as evidenced by a reduction in the number of times the object was knocked over and the number of times that the robot's hand hit the table. However, subjects who manipulated the rigid block controlled the remote robot more poorly with contact feedback, as evidenced by the increase in the number of times the robot's hand hit the table, as well as the increase in platform lift force, lift acceleration, and placement force.
In the lift, load, and hold action phases, contact feedback had mixed effects on the performance of subjects who manipulated the flexible cup, but positive effects for subjects who manipulated the rigid block. For subjects who completed the task with the flexible cup, contact feedback led to a reduction in the number of failed pickup attempts and times the cup was crushed, but an increase in the number of times the cup was slightly deformed, lifted with an unstable grasp, and dropped. For subjects who completed the task with the rigid block, contact feedback reduced the number of failed pickup attempts, unstable grasps, and drops.
Acceleration Feedback
We hypothesized that acceleration feedback would improve performance in the replace action phase. The number of times the object was dropped before it contacted the supporting surface shows situations when subjects had difficulty perceiving whether the object in the robot's hand had contacted the target platform. Our hypothesis predicted that acceleration feedback would enable subjects to feel the transient vibrations of contact and therefore set the object down more fluidly. Consistent with this hypothesis, acceleration feedback reduced the number of drops of the rigid object during the replace action phase. However, contrary to this hypothesis, acceleration feedback increased the number of drops of the flexible object. We attribute this performance difference to the physical properties of the objects. The rigid object produces higher peak accelerations than the flexible object for similar contact conditions. Therefore, subjects felt salient vibrations from contacts with the rigid object at lower impact speeds, and acceleration feedback aided user performance. On the other hand, higher impact speeds were required for subjects to feel collision vibrations from the flexible object, so this feedback did not allow subjects to detect the timing of gentle target contact. Instead, subjects felt acceleration feedback only when they placed the flexible object poorly. This feedback may have led subjects to avoid this negative performance cue, even at the cost of releasing the object before placement. Contrary to our hypothesis, acceleration feedback did not affect the roughness of object placement for either object, perhaps because it occurs only after impact; other possible explanations are that our current implementation of acceleration feedback may not adequately enable the user to discern this cue or that subjects may not have been closely attending to it.
Although no task instructions regarding speed were given to subjects, trial times can still indicate task difficulty. The only haptic condition that reduced trial time was acceleration feedback for subjects who completed the task with the rigid block. Noting that trial times were defined to exclude time spent in the reach action phase, we believe that placement cues provided by the acceleration feedback increased subject's confidence when placing the object, decreasing time spent in the replace and unload action phases.
Acceleration feedback unexpectedly led to a reduction of grip force applied to the flexible object, resulting in fewer small deformations of the cup. However, acceleration feedback did not affect the number of times the flexible cup was crushed. Acceleration feedback also led to fewer unstable grasps and drops of the flexible cup. Finally, acceleration feedback led to more unstable grasps of the rigid block, but fewer drops. We believe these results happened because acceleration feedback let subjects feel not only vibrations caused by interactions between the robot and its environment but also vibrations produced by the robot's own motion. The highly geared PR2 gripper produces significant vibrations when opening or closing. Although acceleration feedback was scaled to reduce these egovibrations, they were still perceptible. We believe that the overall positive effects of acceleration feedback during the load, lift, and hold action phases are a consequence of subjects having a better appreciation of the robot's movement because they were able to feel the robot's egovibrations.
Subjective Ratings
Survey responses showed that both grip-force and contact feedback improved the subjective experience for participants who manipulated the flexible cup, and only grip-force feedback improved the experience for subjects who completed the task with the rigid block. No mode of haptic feedback degraded the experience for either group. For the flexible cup, it is interesting to note that grip-force feedback improved one aspect of the task, while contact feedback improved three aspects of the task at the a ¼ 0:1 significance level. However, for the rigid block, grip-force feedback dominated subject experience, improving three aspects of the task experience at the a ¼ 0:1 significance level.
CONCLUSIONS
Grip-force feedback with gain-switching had the most positive effects on subject performance and had very few to no negative effects. It aided task performance in ways consistent with our hypothesis, improving user performance just as the kinesthetic sense of grip force aids a direct pick-and-place task. For example, grip-force feedback reduced the number of failed pickup attempts, the number of unstable grasps and drops during the lift and hold action phases, and the number of drops during the replace action phase for both objects. We also found evidence that grip-force feedback had a greater positive effect on task performance for subjects who manipulated the rigid block. This group of subjects applied significantly lower grip force to the block and were able to better control the motion of the robot's hand. Future work should investigate subject performance with and without grip-force feedback in a teleoperated reach-to-grasp task to pinpoint how grip-force feedback affects an operator's ability to control the motion of a remote robot.
We hypothesized that contact feedback would improve subject performance in similar ways as grip-force feedback. However, results indicate that aspects of task performance were both improved and degraded with contact feedback. We also incorrectly predicted that the effect of contact feedback would be independent of the stiffness of the object that was manipulated. Contact feedback enabled subjects who manipulated the flexible cup to better control the motion of the remote robot's arm in free space, but it caused these same subjects to perform worse overall during the load, lift, and hold action phases. Contact feedback had nearly the opposite effect on subjects who completed the task with the rigid block. These subjects had a worsened ability to move the robot's arm in free space when contact feedback was turned on, but had an improved performance in the load, lift, and hold action phases with contact feedback. Although contact feedback improved some aspects of subject performance, more work is needed to understand how subjects best make use of contact feedback. We also plan to investigate whether it is possible to improve the method by which contact feedback is presented, either by changing the haptic device's mechanical design or by changing the contact feedback algorithm.
We designed acceleration feedback with the goal of informing subjects about physical interactions between the robot's hand and the robot's environment. However, a reduction in the number of drops of the rigid block during the replace action phase and a faster trial time were the only evidence that acceleration feedback improved the subject's ability to place the object. On the other hand, feedback of vibrations caused by the robot's motion had a large impact on subject performance, improving the load, lift, and hold action phases in ways similar to grip-force feedback. We note that Kurihara et al. similarly showed that haptic and auditory feedback of vibrations caused by robot motion increased subjective ownership and the sense of resistance caused by moving a virtual robot arm [39] . Future work should investigate whether feedback of vibrations caused by robot motion will cause similar effects of increased ownership of the remote robot in teleoperation.
